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Rayleigh–Taylor instability of violently collapsing bubbles
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In a classical paper Plesset has determined conditions under which a bubble changing in volume
maintains a spherical shape. The stability analysis was further developed by Prosperetti to include
the effects of liquid viscosity on the evolving shape modes. In the present work the theory is further
modified to include the changing density of the bubble contents. The latter is found to be important
in violent collapses where the densities of the gas and vapor within a bubble may approach densities
of the liquid outside. This exerts a stabilizing influence on the Rayleigh–Taylor mechanism of shape
instability of spherical bubbles. A comparison with experimental data shows good agreement with
the new theory; the Rayleigh–Taylor instability does provide an extinction threshold for violently
collapsing bubbles. It is also explained why earlier works did not produce a slope in the Rayleigh–
Taylor stability curve that conforms with that of the present work. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1490138#
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In a classical paper, Plesset1 has analyzed the interfac
of a bubble undergoing a change in volume. He found t
bubbles do not always retain their spherical symmetry. T
theory was further developed by Prosperetti2 who included
the effects of liquid viscosity in what had been an invisc
analysis. Numerous researchers have investigated the s
ity of spherical bubbles in a variety of applications. Of gre
est interest in the present work are those papers dealing
the especially violent collapses characteristic of sonolu
nescence bubbles: Hilgenfeldtet al.,3 Wu and Roberts,4 Hao
and Prosperetti5 as well as experimental works by Holt an
Gaitan,6 and Ketterling and Apfel.7

The practical importance of the spherical stability of c
lapsing bubbles is manifest in two important ways. In app
cations such as sonochemistry, the intense energy focusin
the violent collapse is responsible for the high temperatu
~and subsequent reactions! in the bubble interior. If the
bubble collapse is not spherical, it is thought that the foc
ing of the energy is not as intense and the maximum ach
able temperatures correspondingly lower; this would have
influence on the overall rate of chemical production.
multi-bubble sonoluminescence, light production is predic
to be diminished if the collapses are ellipsoidal.8 In single
bubble sonoluminescence, spherical instability is a criti
phenomenon that participates in the delineation of the ac
sible experimental parameter space.3

Following the latter reference of Hilgenfeldtet al., we
consider two types of instabilities: parametric and Rayleig
Taylor. The parametric instability evolves over seve
bubble oscillations. If a disturbance is found to grow ov
many cycles, it is assumed that the bubble will break
under these conditions, although such a conclusion is p
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erly the domain of nonlinear analysis. In contrast, t
Rayleigh–Taylor~RT! instability occurs during a single vio
lent collapse of the bubble. The inward acceleration becom
so great that the bubble can become unstable, for the s
reason that under gravity a layer of heavy fluid over a ligh
one can be unstable.

In this paper we modify the classical equations of Ples
for the evolution of nonspherical disturbances to account
the changing density of the contents of the bubble. Previ
efforts with similar goals include Ref. 9.

During a violent collapse, the density of the bubble co
tents can be quite high. As the density difference across
interface is the driver of RT instability, a higher gas dens
during the brief period of the most extreme interfacial acc
eration provides a stabilizing effect.

We have recently developed10 an approximation for
inertially-driven spatial inhomogeneities in the bubble in
rior, consisting of a velocity profile linear in radius and
pressure field that is quadratic in radius. The approximat
has been verified by careful comparisons with direct num
cal simulations~DNS!. The expression for the velocity po
tential f is

f5 1
2 ~Ṙ/R! r 2, ~1!

whereR(t) is the bubble radius,r is the radial coordinate
and the over-dot denotes differentiation with respect to tim
The expression for the pressure in the bubble interior is

p~r ,t !5pc~ t !2 r̄~ t !~]f/]t 1 1
2 u“fu2!, ~2!

wherepc is the pressure at bubble center andr̄ is the ~spa-
tially uniform! density,
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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r̄~ t ![r0~R/R0!23. ~3!

Here, the subscript 0 denotes the ambient quantity. We h
written the pressure field in the form suggestive of the B
noulli equation, which we shall use shortly in the dynamic
boundary condition on the interface. The assumption o
uniform density field~3! is of course naive, as the relative
cold wall during a violent collapse results in an increased
density in the vicinity. The suitability of the uniform densit
field is discussed at some length in Ref. 10.

We shall follow the formulation of Plesset closely, with
slight modification at the outset to account for the chang
gas density and inertially modified pressure. We suppose
spherical interface to be distorted fromR(t) to a new radial
position r s5R(t)1an(t)Yn(u,f), where Yn(u,f) is a
spherical harmonic of degreen andan(t) its corresponding
time-dependent amplitude of the disturbance. The radial
locity of the disturbed bubble wall is thenu5Ṙ1ȧnYn . The
velocity potentials for the base flow plus disturbance flow

fg5fg
01fg852~Ṙr 2/2R!1bgr nYn , r ,r s ~gas!,

~4!
f l5f l

01f l85~R2Ṙ/r !1blr
2(n11)Yn , r .r s ~ liquid!,

where the subscriptg denotes gas andl denotes liquid. It is
in the inclusion of the base flow@i.e., the first term offg in
~4!# where the present analysis first differs from prior theo
including Ref. 9. In Ref. 9, the authors simply take the g
density to be time dependent in the formulation of Ples
and later authors. This may be regarded as an estimate, a
theory of Plesset and later authors is in fact developed f
constant and uniform density. Nevertheless, the equation
derive below are similar to those obtained in Ref. 9.

Note that the disturbances in the velocity potential s
isfy

“

2fg850, ~5!

which suggests an infinite speed for the propagation of a
ciated pressure disturbances. Thus there is an implicit
sumption that the time it takes for information to trav
through the bubble is much smaller than the time scale
the instability, owing to the smallness of the bubble and
magnitude of the sound speed.

Now we turn to the conditions that must be satisfied
the interface. The radial velocities in both gas and liqu
must match: 2(]fg/]r ) r s

52(]f l /]r ) r s
5Ṙ1ȧnYn .This

allows one to determine the unknown coefficientsbg andbl ,
which leads to

fg52
Ṙr 2

2R
1

r n

nRn21 F Ṙ

R
an2ȧnGYn ,

f l5
R2Ṙ

r
1

Rn12

~n11!r n11 F ȧn12an

Ṙ

R
GYn .

The second condition to be applied at the interface is
balance of normal stresses. The pressure at the interfac
both liquid and gas can be obtained from the Bernoulli in
gral:

pg5pc~ t !1rg@~]fg/]t ! 2 1
2 ~]fg/]r !2# r s

, ~6!
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pl5p`~ t !1r l@~]f l /]t ! 2 1
2~]f l /]r !2# r s

, ~7!

wherep` is the pressure at infinity, and we user̄ for rg . In
the absence of the perturbation~6! recovers~2!. We evaluate
these expressions to first order inan and match them at the
interface r 5r s . This yields both a linearized form of th
Rayleigh–Plesset equation~at zeroth order, not shown here!
and a second order ODE governingan(t) ~at first order!:

S r l

n11
1

rg

n D än1
3r l

n11

Ṙ

R
ȧn1F S rg

n
2

r l

n11D R̈

1
n12

R2 s G~n21!
an

R
50.

As in the original work by Plesset, the preceding analy
does not take into account the effect of viscosity in the l
uid. This plays a significant role in shape oscillation. B
cause Prosperetti’s2 viscous correction applies only to th
liquid, we can follow his procedure and obtain a similar co
rection in the present case. In the interest of brevity, we
present the result without derivation. In order to compare
various approaches, we write Prosperetti’s results@Eq. ~7! of
Ref. 5# in the following way:

än1B̃n~ t !ȧn2Ãn~ t !an50, ~8!

where the subscriptn denotes thenth harmonic and the time
dependent coefficients are

Ãn~ t !5~n21!F R̈

R
2~n11!~n12!

s

r lR
3 22

nṘ

R3 S ~n11!

3~n12!2
n~n12!

112d/RD G ,

B̃n~ t !5
3Ṙ

R
1

2n

R2 F2~n21!~n11!~n12!1
n~n12!2

112d/RG .
In this equation the boundary layer thicknessd is defined
through3,4 d5min(An/v,R/2n), andv is the acoustic driv-
ing frequency. The influence of the gas density in the pres
model is then taken into account through the following alt
ations onÃn and B̃n :

An5
r l /~n11!

rg /n1r l /~n11!
Ãn2

rg /n

rg /n1r l /~n11!

3~n21! ~R̈/R! ,

Bn5@r l /~n11!#/@rg /n1r l /~n11!# B̃n .

Hence the new evolution equation we propose is

än1Bn~ t !ȧn2An~ t !an50. ~9!

Clearly whenrg→0 this recovers the model of Plesset a
Prosperetti.

An alteration of instability criteria can be expected to
significant only in the case of the strongest collapses. He
we focus in what follows on the parameter range of sin
bubble sonoluminescence~SBSL!.

To demonstrate the influence of gas density on
spherical instability of the bubble we solve~9! numerically
along with the Rayleigh–Plesset equation. We choose
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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representative case of an argon bubble periodically drive
32.8 kHz in liquid water at 293 K and an ambient pressure
1 atm. The acoustic pressure amplitude,Pa , and bubble ra-
dius,R0 , are varied to observe the instability boundaries t
limit the space where stable bubble oscillations can occu

In Fig. 1 we show the instability boundaries inR02Pa

space for both parametric and RT instabilities. We use a
sion of the Rayleigh–Plesset equation~RPE!11 for radial dy-
namicsR(t). For all cases the stability criterion is develop
for the n52 mode, i.e., the most unstable mode. Followi
prior work by Hilgenfeldtet al.,3 we add a random compo
nent with a Gaussian distribution and a standard deviatio
1 angstrom to simulate molecular fluctuations; also, follo
ing Ref. 3 we set the instability criterion to b
max(ua2(t)u/R(t))51, within one period of time, and when ob
taining the RT instability boundary, average over ma
cycles at the same conditions to smooth out the random
introduced to the formulation.

As one can observe from Fig. 1, the parametric insta
ity is relatively unaffected by the changing gas density, w
essentially no difference at low acoustic forcing. The
trends are expected because this instability is a longer
scale phenomenon. The gas density is large only very bri
and only during violent collapses. The Rayleigh–Taylor
stability boundary is more strongly influenced by the cha
ing gas density. The high gas density during the violent c
lapse exerts a stabilizing influence. The RT instability alwa
occurs on the short time scale of the major collapse.

While the effect of gas density on the RT instability m
seem modest in this diagram, it is worth emphasizing that
bubble dynamics are quite sensitive to the pressure am
tude. Hence, a small shift in the instability boundary mean
big change in the bubble dynamics in the accessible reg
of parameter space. The effects of this modification also
come evident when compared with experimental data in F

FIG. 1. The parametric and RT instability curves in the parameter spac
single bubble sonoluminescence, computed both with~solid! and without
~dashed! the effect of changing gas density developed in this paper. The
essentially no change to the parametric instability. The RT instability bou
ary is moved with the result that more violent collapses are now expecte
be stable. The results are compared with experimental data for nume
experiments at various gas saturations provided by Ketterling~Ref. 7!, with
dots and plus signs denoting stable and unstable points, respectively.
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1. The RT curve without changing gas density~dashed curve!
is a little conservative, whereas the modified curve~solid! of
the present theory better conforms to the boundary of sta
bubbles found in the experiments.

There are two important observations to make about
results in Fig. 1. First, neither the old nor the new parame
stability curves constitute an accurate prediction when co
pared with experiments. Second, we thank a referee
pointing out that the RT curves we compute~with or without
changing gas density!, have positive slopes. In this respe
the present results are very different from the findings
Refs. 3 and 9. We now consider the two points in turn.

In Ref. 12 it was shown that the choice of different equ
tions for the spherical bubble dynamics has a strong in
ence on the parametric stability boundaries. This is ag
demonstrated in Fig. 2. The dashed parametric stab
boundary is calculated using an isothermal approximation
the RPE.3 It is clear that the stability boundary is far to
conservative. The reason for this is clear: the insuffici
damping in the isothermal model of radial dynamics leads
more vigorous afterbounces, which reduces the stab
range. As a comparison, to compute the solid parametric
bility curve of Fig. 2 ~the same as in Fig. 1!, we utilized a
RPE proposed by Storey and Szeri,11 which takes into ac-
count heat and mass transfer, non-equilibrium phase cha
and chemical reactions. The improved heat transfer mo
makes the stability curve less conservative, because
transfer acts to damp the radial oscillations that drive
long term growth of shape modes. Finally, the least cons
vative ~dot–dashed! parametric stability curve usesR(t) in-
formation computed from DNS of the compressible Navie
Stokes equations in the bubble interior,13 as opposed to a
RPE approach. The differences that result from these th
models are evident in Fig. 2; the best prediction in the rad

of

is
-
to
us

FIG. 2. Influence of the modeling of the spherical bubble dynamics on
determination of instability boundaries. Dashed curves are computed us
standard isothermal assumption~Ref. 3!; solid curves utilize a reduced
Rayleigh–Plesset model proposed by Storey and Szeri~Ref. 11!; the dot–
dashed curve is computed with radial dynamics from direct numerical si
lation ~Ref. 13!. The experimental data is the same as in Fig. 1. The co
bination of the upper parametric curve~Ref. 12! and the solid RT curve
constitutes an accurate prediction of the stability range inR02Pa space.
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dynamics~from DNS! results in the best prediction of th
parametric stability boundaries.

Now we consider the second point, which concerns
slope of the RT curve in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, we have added
RT stability curve on the left~dashed! with a vertical slope
that is computed using the isothermal model following.3 The
~solid! RT curve in Fig. 2~and in Fig. 1! is computed using
the RPE model of Ref. 11. In computing both curves,
have included the effects of changing gas density. The so
of this difference can be understood as follows. If the eq
tions are made dimensionless, it becomes clear that the r
response of the bubble depends on a dimensionless dr
pressure amplitude~Euler number!, a dimensionless quantit
related to the mass of gas in the bubble~which includesR0!,
and dimensionless parameters associated with visco
~Reynolds number! and surface tension~Weber number!. For
the bubbles of interest, the dependence of the gross fea
of the bubble dynamics on Reynolds and Weber number
weak. Now, the far field gas concentration in mass excha
equilibrium is a functional ofR(t); hence it is a function of
Pa andR0 , with a weaker dependence on the Reynolds a
Weber numbers. Similarly, the RT stability criterion is p
marily a function ofPa andR0 , with weaker dependence o
the Reynolds and Weber numbers. Hence, the RT stab
criterion can be expected to follow roughly a curve of co
stant far field saturation. In previous works,3,9 the RT crite-
rion appears to overlay a level set of far field gas concen
tion that is somewhat higher than in the present work. Hen
the slope of the curve is negative inPa2R0 space. The
present~solid! RT instability curve in Figs. 1 and 2 has
positive slope, following roughly a contour of lower far fie
gas concentration of about 0.05%. We find that forPa

>1.4, larger bubbles arestabilized—with respect to RT—
compared to smaller bubbles. This may seem coun
intuitive. However, this is reasonable as it is well known th
smaller bubbles collapse harder~with largerRmax/R0! in the
sonoluminescence regime,14 all other things being equal. Th
difference between the models is that in the previo
works3,9 the equation for radial dynamics contains appro
mations that lead to less internal pressure to resist the
lapse than the model of Ref. 11, which was carefully verifi
against DNS. Evidently this determines howR(t) @and espe-

cially R̈(t)# depends onPa and R0 , and hence on which
level set of far field gas concentration the RT stability cur
~approximately! lies.

We remark that we are not the first authors to note t
improved physical models have a rather dramatic effect
the RT instability. Although they do not report a RT stabili
curve, Prosperetti and Hao15 show that the explosive growt
in the maximum ofa2 over a cycle in the model of Ref. 3~at
Pa51.3 asR0 varies between 3 and 4mm! is absent with a
more physically realistic model. Hao and Prosperetti5 also
note that better RP models improve the theoretical pre
tions for parametric instability.

In this paper we have developed a modification of
classical shape stability analysis of Plesset to account for
changing density of the bubble contents. The influence of
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density allows for more violent collapses to remain stable
shape disturbances.

In making quantitative predictions, we find that using
Rayleigh–Plesset model based on isothermal assumption~a
common assumption in the technical literature! results in
overly conservative predictions of the accessible region
parameter space compared with experiments; but we em
size that the basic interpretation of Hilgenfeldtet al. for the
phenomena that determine when stable SBSL occurs is
sentially correct. When the best efforts are made at ac
rately modeling both the radial and shape oscillations~in-
cluding the correction for gas density!, one finds excellent
agreement with experimental data that falls well within t
range of experimental uncertainty.
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